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A wave of Mysticism is passing over the civilised nations. It is welcomed by many: by more it is mistrusted.
Even the minds to which it would naturally appeal are often restrained from sympathy by fears of vague
speculative driftings and of transcendental emotionalism. Nor can it be doubted that such an attitude of
aloofness is at once reasonable and inevitable. For a systematic exaltation of formless ecstasies, at the
expense of sense and intellect, has a tendency to become an infirmity if it does not always betoken loss of
mental balance. In order, therefore, to disarm natural prejudice, let an opening chapter be devoted to general
exposition of aims and principles.
The subject is Nature Mysticism. The phenomena of "nature" are to be studied in their mystical aspects. The
wide term Mysticism is used because, in spite of many misleading associations, it is hard to replace. "Love
of nature" is too general: "cosmic emotion" is too specialised. But let it at once be understood that the
Mysticism here contemplated is neither of the popular nor of the esoteric sort. In other words, it is not
loosely synonymous with the magical or supernatural; nor is it a name for peculiar forms of ecstatic
experience which claim to break away from the spheres of the senses and the intellect. It will simply be taken
to cover the causes and the effects involved in that wide range of intuitions and emotions which nature
stimulates without definite appeal to conscious reasoning processes. Mystic intuition and mystic emotion
will thus be regarded, not as antagonistic to sense impression, but as dependent on it—not as scornful of
reason, but merely as more basic and primitive.
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From reader reviews:

Leonard Palmer:

Do you have favorite book? If you have, what is your favorite's book? Publication is very important thing for
us to learn everything in the world. Each e-book has different aim as well as goal; it means that reserve has
different type. Some people sense enjoy to spend their a chance to read a book. These are reading whatever
they get because their hobby is actually reading a book. Consider the person who don't like looking at a
book? Sometime, man feel need book whenever they found difficult problem or maybe exercise. Well,
probably you'll have this Nature Mysticism.

Joyce Cannon:

Have you spare time for the day? What do you do when you have a lot more or little spare time? Sure, you
can choose the suitable activity for spend your time. Any person spent their own spare time to take a wander,
shopping, or went to the particular Mall. How about open or even read a book eligible Nature Mysticism?
Maybe it is for being best activity for you. You understand beside you can spend your time with the
favorite's book, you can cleverer than before. Do you agree with it has the opinion or you have some other
opinion?

Keith Kemp:

Reading a publication can be one of a lot of activity that everyone in the world likes. Do you like reading
book consequently. There are a lot of reasons why people enjoyed. First reading a guide will give you a lot
of new facts. When you read a e-book you will get new information since book is one of various ways to
share the information or their idea. Second, reading through a book will make a person more imaginative.
When you reading a book especially fictional works book the author will bring someone to imagine the story
how the personas do it anything. Third, it is possible to share your knowledge to other individuals. When you
read this Nature Mysticism, it is possible to tells your family, friends along with soon about yours book.
Your knowledge can inspire others, make them reading a guide.

Zandra Woods:

Playing with family within a park, coming to see the ocean world or hanging out with buddies is thing that
usually you could have done when you have spare time, after that why you don't try factor that really
opposite from that. Just one activity that make you not feeling tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller
coaster you are ride on and with addition info. Even you love Nature Mysticism, you are able to enjoy both.
It is fine combination right, you still need to miss it? What kind of hangout type is it? Oh seriously its mind
hangout men. What? Still don't get it, oh come on its identified as reading friends.
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